
The Internet's 10 Best Tools for Retirement
Planning Identified by Topretirements.com

Retirement planning tool

Effective planning for retirement doesn't have to be hard.
Topretirements.com  has just picked its first list of the top 10
retirement tools on the Internet

KEY WEST, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES, December 6,
2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- People nearing retirement are
deluged with all kinds of offers of retirement planning help
on the Internet. Some are useful, many more not so much.
To help wade through this thicket Topretirements.com has
developed the first list of its kind - the top 10 tools for
retirement planning on the Internet.  These tools were
selected based on their ability to take the drudgery and the
guesswork out of the big retirement decisions - where to
retire, will I have enough money, how to have a interesting
and fulfilling life.

Categories of Tools
The award winners were grouped into five categories
representing the major areas where retirees need help with their retirements. Those include Social
Security, Healthcare,  Retirement Calculator, Where to Live, and Helpful Information Resources.

Some of the names at the top will be familiar... and surprising.  The SocialSecurity.gov site was  the
#1 rated tool, followed by Medicare.gov.  Topretirements.com picked these websites for top honors
because of the great job they do in simplifying the complicated process of registration, as well as in
providing clear information.

The editors at Topretirements.com chose two winners in the Retirement Calculator category.  The
Vanguard Nest Egg Calculator  is an easy to use tool that uses Monte Carlo simulations to instantly
predicts a person's financial readiness for retirement. SocialSecurity's Retirement Estimator, another
choice, effortlessly estimates monthly Social Security payments in a flash.  Here is a link to 10 Best
Tools for Retirement.

About Topretirements
This popular website is designed to help baby boomers find their best place to retire, plus practical
guidance on a variety of retirement issues. The site has objective reviews of over 1,100 towns and
3,300 active adult and 55+ communities. Here is what one of our longtime subscribers said about
Topretirements: "This site has become the de facto web site for information about places to retire.
What makes this site so amazing are all the people that contribute with their knowledge, advice, and
experiences. My hat is off to the TopRetirements staff for a continuing job well done. It all shows: the
research, well written articles, subject focus and constant watchful blog editing. Thank you for
providing this gift to us."
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